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 : Flight School, Drone Racing, Weapons and Career. 2.10.2 (1.9.0) (2018-03-09) - Bug fix : the app crash when open the dashboard. - Bug fix : the first input edit is not shown after dashboard loading. - Bug fix : the game finish on background when the app started with the lock screen. - Bug fix : the app crash when the inputs are too quick. - Bug fix : the app crash when the screen orientation change
on Android. 2.10.1 (1.8.0) (2018-03-08) - Bug fix : the app crash when the input is too long. - Bug fix : the input too big when the game start. - Bug fix : the app crash when the game is active. 2.10.0 (1.7.0) (2018-02-28) - Bug fix : the camera doesn't crash when set to 1080p and 2x format. - Bug fix : the game can crash if the camera is set to 1080p and 2x format. 2.9.0 (1.6.1) (2018-02-25) - Bug fix :
the app crash when the airplane's acceleration are too high. - Bug fix : the app crash when the game is in off mode. 2.9.0 (1.6.0) (2018-02-24) - Bug fix : the game is now available in French. 2.8.0 (1.5.3) - Bug fix : the game is now available in Spanish. 2.8.0 (1.5.2) - Bug fix : the game is now available in Italian. - Bug fix : the game is now available in German. 2.8.0 (1.5.1) - Bug fix : the game is now

available in Portugese. 2.8.0 (1.5.0) - Bug fix : the game is now available in Russian. 82157476af
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